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(April)

LOOK
Jon Nielsen

Artie is a droid programmed to endlessly perform a single task left in a world
abandoned by humans. He is starting
to wonder what meaning his task has.
But when he and his only friend, Owen,
a robotic bird, cast aside the only lives
they’ve ever known in search of a
brighter future, they encounter others
that want nothing but to hold tight to
the past. Join Artie the Robot and Owen
the Vulture for a light-hearted sci-fi
adventure as they journey far and wide
for the answer to one of life’s greatest
questions: “why are we here?”
6 x 9, 144pp., B&W hc, $15.99,
ISBN: 9781681120898

(May)
~
MUNOZ & SAMPAYO

BILLIE HOLIDAY

BILLIE HOLIDAY
Jose Munoz, Carlos Sampayo

Born in Baltimore in 1915, and dead too early in New York in 1959, Billie Holiday became a legendary jazz
singer, even mythical. With her voice even now managing to touch so many people, we follow a reporter
on the trail of the artist on behalf of a New York daily. Beyond the public scandals that marred the life of
the star (alcohol, drugs, violence...), he seeks to restore the truth, revisiting the memory of Billie. Through
this investigation, Muñoz and Sampayo trace, through the undertones of racism, and in the wake of the
blues, the slow drift of a singer who expressed the deepest emotions in jazz.
By internationally renowned Argentine artists, featuring Munoz’ strikingly raw heavy blacks, this is not just
a biography but a spell-binding art
book tribute.
9 x 12, 80pp., B&W hc, gold stamped black
and red cover, $19.99, ISBN: 9781681120935

(June)

By Etienne DAVODEAU
THE CROSS-EYED MUTT

Fabian is supervisor at the Louvre. He loves his job. He also loves Mathilde. When it comes time, she presents him
to her family in their vast country house and not without some apprehension, as the Benion clan is a bit special.
There’s her father, Louis, who heads since 1975 the family furniture company founded in 1947, and two brothers,
Maxime and Joseph. They’re not bad guys, just rather clumsy and with a decidedly unsubtle sense of humor. The
fact that Fabian works in the Louvre is a welcome coincidence, since they just found in the attic a painting by an
ancestor in the nineteenth century. It’s a sorry representation of a cross-eyed mutt. What is the value? ask the
Benion. Is this an eyesore or a masterpiece? Fabian, pretty embarrassed, punts on the question. So for the Benion,
case closed, if it ain’t an eyesore then no doubt it has its place on the walls of the Louvre! Fabian is left hoping
the whole delusion will just go away, until one day the
two brothers show up at the Louvre and ask. Getting the
Cross-Eyed Mutt into the Louvre would demonstrate his
commitment to becoming a member of the Benion family!
Fabian is now in a pickle when he meets Mr. André Balouchi, an oddball frequent visitor of the museum who turns
out to have quite a bit of clout…
A raucous satirical comedy that asks: Who decides what
makes a work of art worthy of being in a major museum?
7½ x 10½, 144pp., B&W hardcover, $24.99, ISBN: 9781681120973

Also by Davodeau:

LULU ANEW
8½ x 11, 160pp., full color hc, $27.99, ISBN: 978-1-56163-972-4

THE INITIATES

The Initiates is sold out. Look for the paperback to come in the fall.

(August)

SARTRE
Mathilde Ramadier &
Anais Depommier

For some he was the philosopher of existentialism,
for others the constant provocateur, the politically
engaged author, the uncertain militant, the repenting
bourgeois, the life companion of Simone de Beauvoir… From his first readings in the Luxembourg
Garden to his refusal of the Nobel Prize for Literature,
Jean Paul Sartre was all of this at the same time.
8 x 11, 160 pp., color HC, $27.99, ISBN: 9781681121017

Other bios available:

GLENN GOULD: A Life Off Tempo
Sandrine Revel
Touring in May at PEN, RAF & more!

" To be a philosopher is not merely to have
subtle thoughts, nor even to found a school,
but so to love wisdom as to live according
to its dictates, a life of simplicity,
independence, magnanimity and trust."
Henry David Thoreau is best remembered

8½ x 11, 136pp., full color hardcover hc, $25.99, ISBN: 9781681120652

as the father of the concept, still
influential today, of 'civil disobedience'
which he used against slavery and the
encroachment of government. He was a
lot more than that. This graphic novel

THOREAU, A Sublime Life
A. Dan, Maximilien Le Roy

biography relates the for ward looking
inspirational life of the great author,
philosopher as well as pioneering ecologist.

$19.99
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Biography

His 200th Anniversary is in July!
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STORY OF LEE SET (July)
Sean Michael Wilson, Chie Kutsuwada,
Nami Tamura
5 x 7½, 2 book set, B&W trade pbs, 320pp.,
normally $24, $19.99, ISBN: 9781681121055

THE LYRICAL COMICS OF DILLIES SET (July)
Including Abelard, Bubbles & Gondola,
Betty Blues
Renaud Dillies
8½ x 11, 3 hardcover volumes in a set, full color, 288pp.,
normally $59, $49.99 ISBN: 9781681121062

PERSIA BLUES SET (July)
Dara Naraghi, Brent Bowman
6 x 9, 2 volume set, B&W trade pbs., 224pp.,
normally $26, $19.99, ISBN: 9781681121079

See author blogs, previews
and more in “Coming Up”
on nbmpub.com
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